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ABSTRACT
Selfish behavior at the MAC layer can have devastating side effects
on the performance of wireless networks, similar to the effects of
DoS attacks. In this paper we focus on the prevention and detection
of the manipulation of the backoff mechanism by selfish nodes in
802.11. We first propose an algorithm to ensure honest backoffs
when at least one, either the receiver or the sender is honest. Then
we discuss detection algorithms to deal with the problem of collud-
ing selfish nodes. Although we have focused on the MAC layer of
802.11, our approach is general and can serve as a guideline for the
design of any probabilistic distributed MAC protocol.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computers-Communication Networks]: General—Secu-
rity and Protection

General Terms
Design, Security, Algorithms

Keywords
Ad hoc networks, MAC layer, Intrusion detection

1. INTRODUCTION
The communication protocols of different layers of an ad hoc

network such as the medium access control (MAC) protocol, the
routing protocol and the transport protocol, were designed under
the assumption that all nodes would obey the given specifications.
However when these protocols are implemented in an untrusted en-
vironment, nodes can deviate from the protocol specification in or-
der to obtain a given goal, at the expense of honest participants. A
selfish user can disobey the rules to access the wireless channel in
order to obtain a higher throughput than the other nodes. A selfish
user can also change the congestion avoidance parameters of TCP
in order to obtain unfair advantage over the rest of the nodes in the
network. In limited power devices, certain nodes might refuse to
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forward packets in behalf of other sources in order to save battery
power. In all these cases, the misbehaving nodes will degrade the
performance of the network from the point of view of the honest
participants. To fully address these problems, a layered security
mechanism should be deployed in order to enforce cooperation or
to penalize misbehaving nodes. In this paper we focus on the pre-
vention and detection of unfairness and collision of packets, caused
by selfish users at the MAC layer in ad hoc networks.

The MAC layer in a communication network manages a mul-
tiaccess link (e.g. a wireless link) so that frames can be sent by
each node without constant interference from other nodes. A fairly
used MAC protocol for wireless networks is the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol, which uses a distributed contention resolution mechanism
for sharing the wireless channel. Its design tries to ensure a rela-
tively fair access to the medium for all participants of the protocol.
In order to avoid collisions, the nodes follow a binary exponential
backoff scheme that favors the last winner amongst the contend-
ing nodes. One problem with the 802.11’s MAC protocol is that
even when all contending nodes are well behaved, this mechanism
can lead to short time unfairness under the capture effect: nodes
that are heavily loaded tend to capture the channel by continuously
transmitting data making lightly loaded neighbors to backoff con-
tinuously. Very similar effects are obtained when one of the con-
tending nodes is selfish.

MAC layer misbehavior is possible in network access cards that
run the MAC protocol in software rather than hardware or firmware,
allowing a selfish user or attacker to easily change MAC layer pa-
rameters. Even network interface cards implementing most MAC
layer functions in hardware and firmware usually provide an ex-
panded set of functionalities which can be exploited to circumvent
the limitations imposed by the firmware [2]. In the worst case sce-
nario a vendor might create NIC cards violating the MAC protocol
to create an improved performance of its products.

A selfish node in the MAC layer will try to maximize its own
throughput and therefore will keep the channel busy. As a side
effect of this behavior, regular nodes cannot use the channel for
transmission, which leads to a denial of service (DoS) attack [8]. A
selfish user can implement a whole range of strategies to maximize
its access to the medium. The most likely strategy that a selfish
user will employ is to use different schemes for manipulating the
rules of the MAC layer. In 802.11, the attacker can manipulate the
size of the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) and assign large idle
time periods to its neighbors, it can decrease the size of Interframe
Spaces (both SIFS and DIFS), it can select small backoff values, it
can deauthenticate neighboring nodes etc. A successful detection
scheme should take into account all possible cheating options in
the MAC layer and detect both: users that employ only one scheme
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and users that employ a combination of several schemes (e.g. first
choosing small backoff values, then assigning large NAV values to
its neighbors etc).

One of the most challenging detection tasks is that of detecting
backoff manipulation [12, 2]. Due to the randomness introduced in
the choice of the backoff, it is difficult to detect when a node has
chosen small backoff values by chance or not. In this work we fo-
cus on prevention and detection of the manipulation of the backoff
mechanism of 802.11’s MAC protocol, although our approach can
be extended to any probabilistic distributed MAC protocol.

The organization of this paper is the following. The next section
summarizes related work. Section 3 presents an introduction to the
MAC protocol 802.11 DCF. In section 4 we present an algorithm
that prevents cheating in the backoff stage of 802.11 DCF for non-
colluding nodes. In Section 5 we present algorithms for detecting
misbehavior of colluding nodes. In the last section we discuss fu-
ture research directions and conclude the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Selfish misbehavior at the MAC layer has been addressed mostly

from a game theoretic perspective considering all nodes are self-
ish. The goal in a game theoretic setting is to design distributed
protocols that guarantee for each node, the existence, uniqueness
and convergence to a Nash equilibrium with an acceptable through-
put. As we have previously pointed out, if users try to maximize
their throughput, every node will attempt to transmit continuously
in such way that users will deny access to any other node and the
network would collapse. This network collapse due to aggressive
selfish behavior is a Nash equilibrium. In order to obtain a differ-
ent Nash equilibrium, each node needs to be assigned a cost for
each time it accesses the channel. For example in [11, 1], they con-
sider the case of selfish users in Aloha that attempt to maximize
their throughput and minimize the cost for accessing the channel
(e.g. energy consumption). Another game theoretic scheme for
CSMA/CA schemes is presented in [6]. It shows how a Nash equi-
librium is achieved among selfish users when the cost for accessing
the channel repeatedly is being jammed by another node. A node
jams anonymously any other node that achieves higher through-
put than the average of everyone else (assuming nodes always have
data to transmit, the throughput of every node should be fair). They
assume all nodes are within wireless range in order to avoid the hid-
den terminal problem, so this scheme is mostly intended for wire-
less LANs.

Since game theoretic protocols assume all nodes are selfish (the
worst case scenario), the throughput achieved in these protocols
is substantially less than in protocols where the honest majority
cooperates. Under the assumption of an honest majority, detection
of misbehaving nodes becomes the primary goal in dealing with
misbehavior.

Several possible schemes of node misbehavior in 802.11 for achiev-
ing a higher throughput are presented in [12]. The detection of
such misbehavior is achieved through a system called DOMINO.
However, their detection scheme for backoff manipulation, based
on comparing average values of the backoff to given thresholds, is
a suboptimal detection technique for every strategy of the greedy
user. In section 5 we propose new detection schemes for the back-
off manipulation that we believe will improve the performance of
systems such as DOMINO.

Kyasanur and Vaidya [10] propose a modification to 802.11 for
facilitating the detection of misbehaving nodes. In their scheme,
the receiver (a trusted host -e.g. base station-) assigns the backoff
value to be used by the sender, so the former can detect any mis-
behavior of the latter and penalize it by increasing the backoff val-
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Figure 1: Nodes A and C contend for accessing node B. The first
time A reserves the channel, and in the second time C accesses
the channel.

ues for the next transmission. The protocol consists of Detection,
Penalty and Diagnosis Schemes. The sender is considered to be de-
viating from the protocol if the observed number of idle slots,Bact,
is smaller than a specified fractionα of the assigned backoffBexp.
For a detected node, a penalty for the next assigned backoff is se-
lected given a measure of the deviationD = max(αBexp−Bact,0).
If the sender deviates repeatedly, i.e. if the sum of misbehavior in
a sliding window is bigger than some threshold, then the sender is
labeled as misbehaving and the receiver takes drastic measures, e.g.
drop all packets by the sender.

The problem of applying this protocol for ad hoc networks is that
the receiver might not be trusted. In section 4 we extend the idea
of [10] by presenting an algorithm that ensures a honest backoff
selection among the sender and a receiver as long as one of the
participants does not misbehave.

All the schemes presented above as well as the ones we pro-
pose, require the proper use of MAC layer authentication schemes,
providing uniquely verifiable identities in order to prevent imper-
sonation and Sybil attacks [7].

We also assume that there is a reputation management system
similar to CONFIDANT [5, 4], where nodes can monitor and dis-
tribute reputation values about other nodes behavior at the MAC
layer (CONFIDANT however focuses in reputation at the routing
layer). The design of a robust MAC layer reputation system and
response is essential and one of our main topics of future work.

3. IEEE 802.11 DCF
The distributed coordinating function (DCF) of 802.11 specifies

the use of CSMA/CA to reduce packet collisions in the network. A
node with a packet to transmit picks a random backoff valueb cho-
sen uniformly from the set{0,1, . . . ,CW−1} (CW is the contention
window size), and transmits after waiting forb idle slots. Nodes
exchange request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS) packets
to reserve the channel before transmission. Both the RTS and the
CTS contain the proposed duration of data transmission: the dura-
tion field indicates the amount of time (in microseconds) after the
end of the present frame that the channel will be utilized to com-
plete the successful transmission of the data or management frame.
Other hosts which overhear either the RTS or the CTS are required
to adjust their network allocation vector (NAV), which indicates for
how long should the node defer transmissions on the channel, in-
cluding the SIFS interval and the acknowledgment frame following
the transmitted data frame. If a transmission is unsuccessful (by the
lack of CTS or the ACK for the data sent), theCW value is dou-
bled. If the transmission is successful the host resets itsCW to a
minimum valueCWmin.

Fig. 1 shows an example of contending nodes using the protocol.
Typical parameter values for the MAC protocol depend on the

physical layer that 802.11 uses. For example table 1 shows the
parameters used when the physical layer is using direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS).
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DIFS 50µs
SIFS 10µs

SlotTime 20µs
ACK 112bits+PHYheader=203µs
RTS 160bits+PHYheader=207µs
CTS 112bits+PHYheader=203µs

DATA MAC header (30b)+DATA(0-2312b)+FCS(4b)
Timeouts 300-350µs
CWmin 32 time slots
CWmax 1024 time slots

Table 1: Parameters for DSSS
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Figure 2: Node C transmits to A and node B wants to trans-
mit to D. After hearing the backoff assigned by A to C, node D
assigns a backoff to node B such that it collides with C.

4. ERA-802.11: ENSURING RANDOMNESS
FOR 802.11

As we have discussed before [10] requires the receiver to be
trusted. This assumption is well suited for infrastructure-based
wireless networks, where the base station can be trusted. However,
in the case of ad hoc networks the receiver can misbehave by selec-
tively assigning the backoff values to different senders. Depending
on the concrete situation, a receiver may benefit by assigning small
backoff values to a particular sender (when data from that particular
sender needs to be received) or by assigning large backoff values to
different neighbors (when it wants to degrade overall performance
of neighbors and improve its own throughput). Furthermore, exis-
tence of multiple sender-receiver pairs in the interference range of
each other creates additional security issues. More specifically, a
malicious receiverD in Fig. 2 can overhear the backoff value as-
signed to nodeA by nodeC and unilaterally select a backoff for
nodeB in order to create a collision withC.

In this section we propose an extension to the 802.11 CSMA/CA
protocol that ensures a uniformly distributed random backoff, when
at least one of the parties is honest. The basic idea follows the pro-
tocol for flipping coins over the telephone by Blum [3]. The goal is
that the sender and the receiver agree through a public discussion on
a random value. The main property of the protocol is that an honest
party will always be sure that the agreed value is truly random. For
an honest sender this means that he can expect a fair treatment in
order to access the channel. On the other hand an honest receiver
can monitor the behavior of the sender and report a misbehaving
node to the reputation management system.

To detect sender deviation from the agreed backoff, the detec-
tion algorithm given in [10] can be used. However, the receiver can
sense the channel to be busy (channel reserved by a hidden node to
the sender) and under normal operation it would not decrement its
timer. In order to avoid false positives created by the hidden ter-
minal unit, the receiver always decrements the counter that mon-

itors the sender. It is also mentioned in [10] how to handle the
detection during packet retransmissions, i.e. when the sender col-
lides and has to choose by itself another backoff value from the set
{0,1, . . . ,(CWmin+ 1)2i−1−1} (wherei is the number of retrans-
missions). Recall thatCW keeps increasing until it reachesCWmax.

The protocol we propose can be embedded in 802.11 and used
every time a new reservation of the channel takes place. The mes-
sages are appended (denoted by a double bar||) to the normal mes-
sage exchange of 802.11:

S R

n←{0,1}knonce
RTS||n

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ r ←{0, . . . ,CWmin−1}
CTS||σ

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− σ = Commit(r||n)

r ′←{0, . . . ,CWmin−1}
DATA||r ′

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ′ = Open
ACK||σ′

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Commit(r||n) ?= σ
bi = r i ⊕ r ′i bi = r i ⊕ r ′i
for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
We now explain the protocol step by step.

1. In the first step the senderS selects a nonce: a numbern
selected uniformly from the set{0,1, . . . ,2knonce}, denoted as
n← {0,1}knonce. knonceis a security parameter indicating the
level of difficulty of guessingn. For exampleknonce= can be
64. This step is optional and is done in order to prevent an
offline attack on the commitment scheme.

2. In the second step the receiverR selects a random backoff
r from the set{0,1, . . . ,CWmin− 1} and commits to it. In
binary notationr is a random bit string of lengthm (r =
r1r2 · · · rm), wherem= log2CWmin (note that the contention
window sizeCW is always a power of two). The commitment
schemeCommit is such that the following two properties are
satisfied (at least before the time-out for channel reservation:
300µs−350µs):

Binding: After sendingCommit(r||n), the receiver cannot
open the commitment to a different valuer̃ 6= r (except
with negligible probability). This protects against a dis-
honestR that might try to change the committed value
depending on ther ′ received byS.

Hiding: GivenCommit(r||n), Scannot extract any informa-
tion aboutr that will enable it to distinguishr from
any other bit string of lengthm (except with negligible
probability). This protects against a dishonestS that
will try to tailor r ′ based on its guess ofr.

3. After receiving the Commitmentσ, Sselects a random value
r ′ = r ′1r ′2 · · · r ′m from {0,1, . . . ,CWmin−1}.

4. Finally Ropens its commitment toS. Opening a commitment
is an operation that reveals the committed valuer and some
additional information toS. This enables the other party to
verify that the revealed and committed values are the same. If
the value opened by theR is correct, both sender and receiver
compute the backoffb = b1b2 · · ·bm as the xor of the bits:
bi = r i ⊕ r ′i . Otherwise, the sender can report misbehavior of
the node to the reputation management system.

Several commitment schemes are known under very different com-
putational assumptions. Very efficient commitment schemes in terms
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of computation and communication, can be implemented under the
random oracle model. In this setting it is a standard practice to as-
sume that hash functionsH such as SHA-1 or MD5 are random
oracles. Under this assumption it is easy to confirm that the fol-
lowing commitment scheme satisfies the binding (by assumingH
is collision resistant) and hiding properties (by assumingH is a
random oracle):

Commit(r||n)
i ←{0,1}k

Output = H(i||r||n)

Open
Output = (i, r)

wherek is a security parameter (e.g.k = 64, since it is not consid-
ered feasible to search for264 messages given the current state of
art). To open the commitment,R has to send bothr andi so thatS
can check validity of the commitment.

We now consider 802.11 with Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
(DSSS) physical layer. In DSSS mode the minimum contention
window size is 32 time slots, thereforem = log2CWmin = 5, that
is, r ′ andr are only 5 bits long which is an insignificant quantity
to be appended to aDATA frame. The acknowledgement frame is
appendedk+m= 69bits.

If we use SHA-1 to implement the hash function of the commit-
ment then we obtain a message digest of 160 bits. TheCTSframe
is doubled in size if the full message digest is used. If doubling the
size of aCTSframe is a concern, the output of SHA-1 can always
be truncated (for example to 80 bits). The security reduction of the
message digest has to be evaluated under the birthday paradox: if
the message digest hash bits, then it would take only about2h/2

messages (out of2k+m+knonce), chosen at random, before one would
find two (inputs) with the same value (message digest). Consider-
ing the normal timeout between frames to be300µs, we can safely
assume240 computations cannot be done in this time.

Finally the nonce parameter should discourage offline attacks. If
knonce= 0, an attacker could attempt to find collisions offline and
then open a false commitment. However, there is a tradeoff then
between the length of the message digest used for the commitment
and the security parameterknonce. Therefore, the probability of a
successful offline attack decreases with length of the message di-
gest. If the nonce from the protocol is removed, we can force the
sender to use more transmission power than the receiver by requir-
ing the sender to commit the random value instead of the receiver.
In this case, the receiver will only be required to append extra five
bits to theCTSframe.

5. DETECTION SYSTEM
The algorithm presented in Section 4 is not resistant to colluding

nodes. When sender and receiver collude by selecting their back-
off a priori, they can deny access to the network to neighboring
nodes. For example, consider Fig. 3 and assumeC is within wire-
less range of nodesD and M (it is a reasonable assumption that
in wireless networks there will always be nodes that are neighbors
of both colluding nodes:D and M). Without loss of generality,
assumeC monitors the access times of nodeM. Note thatC can
compute the exact backoff value of its neighboring nodes by lis-
tening to the exchanged valuesn,σ, r ′,σ′ (betweenM andD) and
then computing the backoffbi = r i⊕ r ′i . If the sender deviates from
this backoff then nodeC can detect a misbehaving sender in the
same way a honestD would detect a misbehavior ofM. However,
if nodesD andM collude, they can select their numbers a priori.

M
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Figure 3: Nodes M and D collude and interfere in the commu-
nication path of nodes B and C

Figure 5: Simulation of traffic sent by node M (top figure) ver-
sus traffic sent by node B (top figure). When D and M collude
A is denied access to the network.

For example they can collude to present a valid message agreement
on the backoff zero to nodeC by selecting the following values:

M D

n←{0,1}knonce
RTS||n

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
CTS||σ

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− σ = Commit(00000||n)
DATA||00000
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ′ = Open(σ)

ACK||σ′
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

b = 00000 b = 00000

In Fig. 4 we show how the sequence of small backoffs0,1,2, . . .
from nodeM causes theCTStimer of nodeA to time out. Node
A will therefore repeatedly backoff exponentially, decreasing its
chances for accessing the network. This setting was simulated in
the network simulator Opnet such that the colluding nodes trans-
mit with no backoff in a time period. Fig. 5 shows how nodeA is
denied network access while colluding nodes communicate.

Having motivated the need to detect colluding MAC layer mis-
behavior in ad hoc networks, we now focus on a misbehavior detec-
tion mechanism. More specifically, we are interested in designing
algorithms for detection of random backoff violations. Although
our emphasis is on ad hoc networks, the same algorithms can be
applied for monitoring greedy behavior at WLAN access points
using the original 802.11 protocol (802.11 without modifications
introduced in the previous section).
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Figure 4: Nodes M and D collude and select a very small backoff, thereby denying access to node A by causing CTS timeouts.

5.1 Test for backoff manipulation
We now consider detection strategies in the presence of an intel-

ligent misbehaving node, i.e. a node that is aware of the existence
of monitoring neighboring nodes and will adapt its behavior in or-
der to avoid detection. In general, we assume that the colluding
nodes are:

1. knowledgeable: they know everything a monitoring node knows
about the detection scheme.

2. intelligent: they can make inferences about the situation in
the same way as the monitoring nodes can.

The goal of this class of nodes is to avoid the probability of misbe-
havior detection (PD) while maximizing their own throughput.

However, it is difficult to come up with a universal strategy that
the misbehaving nodes will use for achieving this goal. A naive
intrusion detection system (IDS) may assume that the misbehaving
nodes will select all their backoff values to be very small. Therefore
a model the IDS can assume for the attack is that the misbehaving
nodes select their backoff uniformly from the set{0,1, . . . ,CWmin/4}.
Given this model the IDS would raise an alarm when any of the
monitored nodes do not backoff an amount larger thanCWmin/4,
afterK observations (whereK is chosen given an acceptable false
alarm rate). However, an intelligent misbehaving node will easily
defeat our detection mechanism by selecting a backoff of zeroK−1
times and selecting a value aboveCWmin/4 as theKth backoff.

5.1.1 Tests for change in the mean
The first intuitive assumption to make about the strategy of the

colluding nodes is that it will let one of them access the channel in a
way that the mean access should decrease from the minimal mean
backoff Bmin := (CWmin− 1)/2, i.e. on average the selfish node
will attempt to access the channel more frequently than any other
contending node. In order to also penalize nodes that do not double
their contention window every time they collide, we could test for a
decrease from a nominal backoffBnom (whereBnom≥ Bmin) repre-
senting our long term average backoff. Note that each monitoring
node has to estimateBnom online. The selection of testing either a
decrease inBmin or Bnom will depend on the risk assessment of the
threat provided by the misbehaving nodes. Without loss of gener-
ality and in order to be conservative with our detection mechanism
we select to test for deviations fromBmin.

Let Xi denote theith backoff time for a given monitored node.
After measuringn backoff times for nodeM, we end up with the
sequenceX1, · · · ,Xn. We assume the IDS makes a decision after
n observations. Using this sequence of data, in DOMINO [12] a
detection mechanism is proposed for testing a deviation from the

reference backoff. The algorithm first computes an averageXac =
∑n

i=1Xi/n, of the observations taken over a given unit of time (e.g.
10s). After that, the averaged value is compared to the reference
backoff :

Xac < γBmin

the parameterγ (0 < γ < 1) controls the rate for false alarms. An
optional parameterK will only flag a false alarm after the statistic
Xac has exceededγBmin, K times. The authors tested the detec-
tion scheme against a misbehaving node whose strategy was to se-
lect backoff values uniformly from the set{0,1, . . . ,bCWmin×δc},
whereδ (0≤ δ ≤ 1) represents the amount of misbehavior (δ = 0
meaning that the station transmits without backoff andδ = 1 mean-
ing no misbehavior). The results show that when the misbehaving
node increases its throughput three times more the normal value,
then the detection mechanism will always catch him while main-
taining a false alarm rate below 0.1.

However, this approach is not optimal for more intelligent strate-
gies of misbehaving nodes. A misbehaving node in 802.11 (or a
pair of colluding nodes in ERA-802.11) will avoid detection and
achieve access to the channel more than half of the contending tri-
als by selecting the following backoff scheme: Select a zero back-
off for the first(K−1)n times (this exploits the fact that an alarm is
never raised until the mean statistic has exceededγBmin, K times).
After that the optimal strategy to avoid the detection mechanism is
to alternate the backoff between zero and2γBmin.

This strategy will ensure that an alarm is never raised for the mis-
behaving nodes, while still providing access to the channel more
than half of the times regardless of the number of contending nodes.

This same fate is shared with several nonparametric tests measur-
ing how “shifted” in theX axis is the alternative distribution (the
attack strategy) from the normal distribution (which is assumed to
be symmetric at zero). If we define the independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) random process:Y1, ...,Yn by: Yi = Bmin−Xi we
can use a Sign Test or a Wilcoxon Test [9].

5.1.2 Entropy Estimation
Clearly, if randomness of backoff mechanism of an misbehav-

ing node could be tested, the evasion of detection would be more
difficult. However applying empirical statistical tests to random
number generators is a highly heuristic affair. Furthermore, an
adversary can still cheat several tests, such as cumulative sums,
frequency counts and tests based on random walks, while still ac-
cessing the channel more frequently than honest participants. We
therefore turn our attention to the entropy of the backoff process,
since the entropy is one of the most used measures of randomness.
Note that we do not need to measure the entropy of the backoff
values observed versus the entropy of a uniform random variable
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Figure 6: Entropy Test Limits the Strategy Space of the Misbe-
having Nodes

with range{0,1, . . . ,CWmin− 1}. Doing this would cause much
higher false alarm rate due to large parameter space for estimation
(estimating more parameters means observations before making a
decision would increase dramatically). Therefore, we partition the
backoff range intoM bins, where2 < M < CWmin so that the es-
timation of the probabilities in each bin is more efficient for small
sample sizes, while limiting the attacker strategies. As a statistical
test, we measure the empirical entropy of theM bins (which ideally
should be close to− log2

1
M ) with a threshold given by a fixed false

alarm rate.
In order to evaluate the performance of the entropy statistic, we

compare it to the detection accuracy of DOMINO and a Wilcoxon
nonparametric rank test. The misbehaving strategy is the following
sequence of backoffs:0,α,0,α, . . . , for α ∈ {0, . . . ,CWmin− 1}.
Therefore,α is a measure of evasion by the misbehaving node
whereα = 0 means the node transmits without any backoff, and
α =CWmin−1 means the node alternates between transmitting with
no backoff and backing off forCWmin−1. The parameters of the
simulation were104 samples,n = 20, CWmin = 32 and the number
of bins to evaluate the entropy wasM = 8. Fig. 6 shows how the
entropy test can easily detect the selfishness while the Wilcoxon
test misses the strategy whenα > Bmin/2 and DOMINO when
α > γBmin. This result should not be a surprise, as the entropy of the
selfish behavior in this case is just 2. Note that in the case ofM = 8
bins, the optimal strategy for the misbehaving node is to select
the smallest backoff within each bin interval: 0,3,7,11,15,19,23,27.
Furthermore if the selfish node knows the false alarm rate it can do
better. For example when we are only tolerating misbehavior up to
an entropy oflog26 with M = 8 bins, then the optimal misbehaving
strategy selects the backoff values: 0,3,7,11,15,19,0,3,7,... .

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Misbehavior at the MAC layer by changing the backoff mecha-

nism can lead to performance degradation and even denial of ser-
vice attacks in ad hoc networks. In this paper we have presented
ERA-802.11 in order to help in the detection of non-colluding self-
ish nodes. However, even when neighboring nodes know the back-
off time agreed by a sender, the network topology, hidden nodes,
the exponential backoff due to the capture effect, and network traf-
fic characteristics can severely degrade the correct detection of a
misbehaving node. We plan to investigate in future work how the
detection accuracy of the monitoring nodes perform with respect

to the number of hidden nodes in their neighborhood and to differ-
ent types of network traffic. We also plan to investigate how the
small overhead included in the reservation packets of ERA-802.11
influences the network throughput.

In the case of colluding nodes, we presented ideas on how in-
telligent misbehaving nodes can achieve considerable throughput
gain while still avoiding usual detection mechanisms. We then pre-
sented a new scheme that limits the throughput that an intelligent
misbehaving node can obtain if it tries to avoid detection. However
for colluding nodes, the problem of detecting backoff manipula-
tion at the MAC layer becomes very difficult. Besides the same
detection difficulties that we have for a non-colluding node, we are
now required to take several samples of the backoff time in order
to come up with an accurate decision. In future work we will focus
on a more rigorous treatment of the detection problem and show
under the consideration of parameters such as network topology,
mobility and traffic characteristics, the difficulty or feasibility of
the problem.

Finally, we assumed in this paper that there was a reputation al-
gorithm receiving our detection results.There is still the open ques-
tion of how to react when we detect a misbehaving node. How bad
is the performance degradation for the rest of the network? What
is the best punishment strategy? It is our view that the reputation
mechanism should have a layered security mechanism in order to
provide an educated decision on how to react to MAC layer misbe-
havior.
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